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High-order sliding mode for an electropneumatic system:
A robust differentiator–controller design
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SUMMARY

This paper deals with the robust control problem of a pneumatic actuator subject to parameter
uncertainties and load disturbances. The control strategies are based on second- and third-order sliding
mode approaches. These controllers require measurements of acceleration for feedback. However,
accelerometer is seldom used in practical drive systems, because of the complexity they add to the overall
process as they are mounted to the load in displacement. For this, a robust differentiator via sliding mode is
used to estimate the acceleration. A comparative study between the robust differentiator and a classical one
is presented. Implementation results of the proposed sliding mode differentiator–controller design on an
experimental set-up are given to illustrate the developments. Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pneumatic cylinder systems have the potential to provide high output power to weight and size
ratios at a relatively low cost. Adding to their simple structure, easy maintenance and low
component cost, pneumatic actuators are one of the most common types of industry actuators
[1]. However, the complexity of the electropneumatic systems and the important range of
control laws are a real industrial problem where the target is to choose the best control strategy
for a given application.

In recent years, research efforts have been directed towards meeting this requirement. Most of
them have been in the field of feedback linearization [2, 3]. However, reasonably accurate
mathematical models for the pneumatic system are required by the feedback linearization.
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A number of investigations have been conducted on fuzzy control algorithms [4], adaptive
control [5], backstepping control [6], and robust linear control [7].

Another rather theoretically attractive robust approach is the standard sliding mode control
[8]. It is believed that a robust controller can be derived based on rather little information of
the system. This approach has been used in several works in order to control pneumatic systems
[9–11]. The standard sliding mode features are high accuracy and robustness with respect to
various internal and external disturbances. Specific drawback presented by the classical sliding
mode techniques is the chattering phenomenon [12]. In order to overcome this drawback, a
research activity aimed to find an alternative continuous control guaranteeing the same
performances as in classical sliding mode control. The resulting algorithms, turned out to belong
to the class of high-order sliding mode (HOSM) control [13].

In [14], a sliding mode controller based on twisting algorithm is designed for an
electropneumatic actuator. In [15], a third-order sliding mode controller is designed for the
same experimental set-up as [14]. This approach combines standard sliding mode control with
linear quadratic one over a finite time interval with a fixed final state.

In the first part of the present paper, two HOSM controllers are designed and tested on an
experimental pneumatic actuator set-up. Good performance, robustness against parameter
uncertainties, and simple implementation are the main features of the proposed methods. These
two feedback controllers require the measurement of acceleration for feedback. However,
accelerometers are seldom used in practical drive systems. Indeed, the use of accelerometers
adds cost, energy consumption, increases the complexity of the overall system (the
accelerometer is mounted to the load in displacement), and reduces its reliability.

Many schemes for the estimation of states variables have been proposed in recent years. Some
of these methods are based on nonlinear observer theory such as high gain observer [16], sliding
mode observer [12], and backstepping observer [17]. However, nonlinear state observers are
difficult to implement when poor knowledge on the system dynamics is available. Therefore,
research on modelling and identification is necessary to improve the performance of observers.

For mechanical systems, numerical differentiation method is another attractive method for
the estimation of state variables. Indeed, differentiators are very useful tools to determine and
estimate signals. For instance, using differentiators, the velocity and acceleration can be
computed from the position measurements. However, the design of an ideal differentiator is a
difficult and a challenging task. In [18], the author discusses the properties and the limitations of
two different structures of linear differentiation systems. A predictive algorithm, which is
applied to angular acceleration measurements, is presented in [19]. A robust first-order
differentiator via HOSM technique is proposed in [20]. The differentiator considered features
simple form and easy design and can be employed in real-time control systems.

Following [20], we develop in this paper a robust differentiator via sliding mode applied to
acceleration measurements. The goal is to show the importance of the choice of the
differentiator design in the control of an electropneumatic system.

The paper is organized as follows. The following section describes the model of the
electropneumatic actuator. Section 3 deals with the design of a second-order sliding mode
controller for this system. Section 4 presents a third-order sliding mode controller. Section 5
presents the robust differentiator via second-order sliding mode. Simulation results are
presented to compare the robust differentiator to a classical one. Section 6 will be devoted to the
experimental results. Both sets of results will be compared according to an industrial
benchmark. Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2. ELECTROPNEUMATIC SYSTEM MODELLING

The considered system (Figure 1) is a linear inline double acting electropneumatic servodrive
using a single rod controlled by two three-way servodistributors. The actuator rod is connected
to one side of the carriage and drives an inertial load on guiding rails. The total moving mass
is 17 kg:

The electropneumatic system model can be obtained using three physical laws: the mass flow
rate through a restriction, the pressure behaviour in a chamber with variable volume, and the
fundamental mechanical equation.

The pressure evolution law in a chamber with variable volume is obtained assuming
the following assumptions [21]: air is a perfect gas and its kinetic energy is negligible;
the pressure and the temperature are supposed to be homogeneous in each chamber; and
the process is polytropic and characterized by coefficient k: Moreover, the electropneumatic
system model is obtained by combining all the previous relations and assuming that
the temperature variation is negligible with respect to average and equal to the supply
temperature. The dynamics of the servodistributors may be neglected. So, the servodistri-
butors model can be reduced to a static one described by two relationships q

mPðu; pPÞ and
q

mPð�u; pNÞ between the mass flow rates q
mP and q

mN; the input voltages u and the output
pressures pP and pN:

The mechanical equation includes pressure force, friction and an external constant force due
to atmospheric pressure. So the following equation gives the model of the above system:

dy

dt
¼ v

dv

dt
¼

1

M
½SPpP � sNpN � bv� Fext�

dpP

dt
¼

krT

VPðyÞ
q

mPðu; pPÞ �
SP

rT
pPv

� �

dpN

dt
¼

krT

VNðyÞ
q

mNð�u; pNÞ �
SN

rT
pNv

� �
ð1Þ

Figure 1. The electropneumatic system.
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where

VPðyÞ ¼ VPð0Þ þ SPy

VNðyÞ ¼ VNð0Þ � SNy
with

Vpð0Þ ¼ VDP þ SP
l

2

VNð0Þ ¼ VDN þ SN
l

2

are the piping volumes of the chambers for the zero position and VD ðP or NÞ are dead volumes
present on each extremities of the cylinder. The main difficulty for model (1) is to know the mass
flow rates q

mP and q
mN:

In order to establish a mathematical model of the power modulator flow stage, many research
works present approximations based on physical laws [22] by modelling of the geometrical
variations of the restriction areas of the servodistributor, as well as by experimental
characterization [23].

In this paper, the results of the global experimental method giving the static characteristics of
the flow stage [24] have been used. The global characterization corresponds to the static
measurement of the output mass flow rate qm; which depends on the input control u and the
output pressure p; for constant source and exhaust pressure. The global characterization has the
advantage of obtaining simply, by projection of the characteristic series qmðu; pÞ on different
planes:

* The mass flow rate characteristics series (plane p–qm).
* The mass flow gain characteristics series (plane u–qm).
* The pressure gain characteristics series (plane u–p).

The authors in [25] have developed analytical models for both simulation and control
purposes. The flow stage characteristics were approximated characteristics by polynomial
functions affined in control such that

qmðu; pÞ ¼ jðpÞ þ cðp; sgnðuÞÞu ð2Þ

where cð:Þ > 0 over the physical domain. Then, the nonlinear affine model is then given by the
following equation:

’x ¼ f ðxÞ þ gðxÞu ð3Þ

where x; f ðxÞ and gðxÞ in R4; u in R; and

x ¼ ðy; v; pP; pNÞ
T

ð4Þ

f ðxÞ ¼

v

1

M
½SPpP � SNpN � bv� Fext�

krT

VPðyÞ
jðpPÞ �

SP

rT
pPv

� �

krT

VNðyÞ
jðpNÞ þ

SN

rT
pNv

� �

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

ð5Þ
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gðxÞ ¼

0

0

krT

VPðyÞ
� cðpP; sgnðuÞÞ

�
krT

VNðyÞ
� cðpN; sgnð�uÞÞ

0
BBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCA

ð6Þ

Using (3), the control law is synthesized in the next section.
Two kinds of uncertainties are taken into account: uncertainties due to the identification of

physical parameters and uncertainties due to variations of environment. The viscous friction
coefficient value has been identified and the variation of this coefficient around the nominal
value has been experimentally evaluated at 30%. The mass flow rate delivered by each
servodistributor has been approximated by polynomial functions (2). The uncertainties on jð:Þ
and cð:Þ are evaluated to 30 and 15%, respectively. Finally, during the load moving, the total
mass in displacement can evolve from 17 kg until 32 kg: The nominal mass is 17 kg:

The aim of the control law is to respect a good accuracy in terms of position tracking for a
desired trajectory. The relative degree of the position is three. This means that the electropneumatic
system can only track position trajectory at least three times differentiable. The desired trajectory
has been carefully chosen in order to respect the differentiability required [26] (see Figure 2).

3. SECOND-ORDER SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER

3.1. Second-order sliding mode

The effective application of sliding mode control to pneumatic systems needs to resolve the
problem related to the chattering phenomenon on the switching control signals [12]. Higher-
order sliding modes appear to be suitable to counteract these problems [13, 27, 28].

Let sðx; tÞ be the sliding variable, sðx; tÞ 2 R; x 2 Rn; t is the time. The rth order sliding mode is
determined by the equalities s ¼ s ¼ ’s ¼ .s ¼ � � � ¼ sðr�1Þ ¼ 0; which form an r-dimensional

Figure 2. Desired position (mm).
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condition on the state of the dynamic system. In general, any r-sliding controller needs
s; ’s; .s; . . . ; sðr�1Þ to be made available, i.e. 2-sliding controller needs s and ’s to be made available [13].

Consider system (7) with relative degree equal to two with respect to the input:

’z1 ¼ z2

’z2 ¼fðx; tÞ þ Lðx; tÞu
ð7Þ

where z1 ¼ s; z2 ¼ ’s; u 2 R; and fðx; tÞ; Lðx; tÞ are uncertain functions with 05jfðx; tÞj4C0 and
05km4Lðx; tÞ4kM:

Several 2-sliding algorithms have been presented in the literature [13, 27, 28]. In [14], the well-
known twisting algorithm [13] is used in order to design a robust controller for the
electropneumatic system. In this paper, the algorithm with a prescribed convergence law is
used. In this case, the control law is defined as follows [13, 28]:

u ¼ �a sgnð’s� gðsÞÞ ð8Þ

where a > 0; and the continuous function gðsÞ is smooth everywhere except on s ¼ 0: It is
assumed that all the solutions of the equation ’s ¼ gðsÞ vanish in a finite time and the function
ð@gðsÞ=@sÞgðsÞ is bounded:

@gðsÞ

@s
gðsÞ

����
����5C1 ð9Þ

When (8) is used, the trajectories converge first to the equation ’s ¼ gðsÞ and then to the origin in
finite time. The sufficient condition for the finite time convergence to the sliding manifold is
defined by the following inequality [28]:

a >
C0 þ C1

Km
ð10Þ

3.2. Sliding variable and control synthesis

Let us define a sliding surface by

s2 ¼ lðy� ydÞ þ ð’y� ’ydÞ ð11Þ

where l is a positive parameter. Consider the second time derivative of s:

.s2 ¼ aðxÞ þ bðxÞu ð12Þ

with

aðxÞ ¼ l
1

M
½SPpP � SNpN � bv� Fext� � ad

� �

þ
krT

M

Sp

VpðyÞ
jðppÞ �

SN

VNðyÞ
jðpNÞ �

v

rT

S2
ppP

VPðyÞ
þ

S2
NpN

VNðyÞ

 !" #

�
b

M2
ðSPpP � SNpN � bv� FextÞ � jd ¼ anðxÞ þ DaðxÞ ð13Þ
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and

bðxÞ ¼
SP

M

krT

VPðyÞ
cðpP; sgnðuÞÞ þ

SN

M

krT

VNðyÞ
cðpN; sgnð�uÞÞ ¼ bnðxÞ þ DbðxÞ ð14Þ

Functions DaðxÞ and DbðxÞ contain all uncertainties, i.e. the leakage polynomial function,
friction, and load disturbances. Using the static feedback:z

u ¼ b�1n ðxÞð�anðxÞ þ w2Þ ð15Þ

w2 is the new control input, one gets:

.s2 ¼ DaðxÞ �
DbðxÞ
bnðxÞ

anðxÞ
� �

þ 1þ
DbðxÞ
bnðxÞ

� �
w2 ð16Þ

There exist three positive constants C2; Km and KM so that [13]:

DaðxÞ �
DbðxÞ
bnðxÞ

anðxÞ
� �����

����5C2 ð17Þ

Km5 1þ
DbðxÞ
bnðxÞ

� �
5KM ð18Þ

Then, one can apply the second-order algorithm previously presented:

w2 ¼ �a2 sgnð’s2 � gðs2ÞÞ ð19Þ

The function gðs2Þ is chosen as follows [13]:

gðs2Þ ¼ �kjs2j
1=2 sgnðs2Þ ð20Þ

Finally, a sliding mode occurs on s2 ¼ ’s2 ¼ 0 leading to desired tracking property for the
position. It is important to note that the validity of the position control law depends on the
stability of the unobservable subsystem, which is one dimensional. It is very difficult to obtain
results about the global stability of the zero dynamics but the local stability has been proved [29].

4. THIRD-ORDER SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER

4.1. Third-order sliding mode

Consider a single input nonlinear system:

’x ¼ f ðxÞ þ gðxÞu

y ¼ sðx; tÞ
ð21Þ

where sðx; tÞ 2 R;x 2 Rn; t is the time. Suppose that the control objective is to force sðx; tÞ to
zero. By differentiating three times the sliding surface s; under the assumption that system (21)

zAccording to the physical domain, the scalar bnðxÞ is never equal to 0.
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has relative degree versus s equal to three, it leads that there exists two functions aðx; tÞ and
bðx; tÞ such that

’z1 ¼ z2

’z2 ¼ z3

’z3 ¼ aðx; tÞ þ bðx; tÞu

ð22Þ

where z1 ¼ s; z2 ¼ ’s; z3 ¼ .s; u 2 R and aðx; tÞ; bðx; tÞ are uncertain functions with 05
jaðx; tÞj4C0 and 05km4bðx; tÞ4kM :

System (21) satisfies a third-order sliding mode with respect to the sliding variable s if its state
trajectories lie on the intersection of the three manifolds s ¼ 0; ’s ¼ 0; and .s ¼ 0 in the state
space.

4.2. Sliding variable and control synthesis

Let us define the sliding surface by

s3 ¼ ðy� ydÞ ð23Þ

which represent the position error. The relative degree of the position is equal to three. It is easy
to check that the control input appears explicitly in the third total time derivative of s: In this
case, a first- and second-order sliding mode cannot be used. A third-order sliding mode
algorithm appears to be suitable to counteract this problem.

By using (3), the following equations are obtained:

’s3 ¼ ðv� vdÞ ð24Þ

.s3 ¼ ða� adÞ ð25Þ

.’s3 ¼ wðxÞ þ ðbnðxÞ þ DbðxÞÞu ð26Þ

wðxÞ ¼
krT

M

Sp

VpðyÞ
jðppÞ �

SN

VNðyÞ
jðpNÞ �

v

rT

S2
ppP

VPðyÞ
þ

S2
NpN

VNðyÞ

 !" #

�
b

M2
ðSPpP � SNpN � bv� FextÞ � jd

¼ wnðxÞ þ DwðxÞ ð27Þ

Using the static feedback:

u ¼ b�1n ðxÞð�wnðxÞ þ w3Þ ð28Þ

w3 is the new scalar control input, one gets:

.’s3 ¼ DwðxÞ �
DbðxÞ
bnðxÞ

wnðxÞ
� �

þ 1þ
DbðxÞ
bnðxÞ

� �
w3 ð29Þ
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A third-order sliding mode controller for an electropneumatic system based on optimal linear
quadratic control is presented in [15]. A family of r-sliding mode controllers with finite time
convergence for any natural number r is presented in [30]. In this paper, a third-order sliding
mode controller from this family is used. In this case, only a single scalar parameter a3 is to be
adjusted. Indeed, the new control input w3 can be chosen as follows:

w3 ¼ �a3 sgnð.s3 þ 2ðj’s3j
3 þ js3j

2Þ
1=6 sgnð’s3 þ js3j

2=3 sgnðs3ÞÞÞ ð30Þ

5. A ROBUST DIFFERENTIATOR VIA SECOND-ORDER SLIDING MODE

5.1. The robust differentiator

In general, any 2-sliding controller needs the sliding surface and its derivative to be made
available and is determined by the equalities s ¼ ’s ¼ 0: The super twisting algorithm does not
require the time derivative of the sliding variable [13]. In this section, a robust differentiator via
sliding mode technique is studied. Indeed, a robust exact differentiation via sliding mode
technique is proposed in [20]. The differentiator considered features simple form and easy
design. It was synthesized to be employed in real-time control systems.

Without loss of generality, let input signal f ðtÞ be a measurable function and let it consists of a
base signal having a derivative with Lipschitz’s constant C > 0: In order to differentiate the input
signal, consider the auxiliary equation:

’x ¼ v ð31Þ

Consider now the following sliding surface, which represents the difference between x and f ðtÞ:

s ¼ x� f ðtÞ ð32Þ

By differentiating (32), it leads to the following relationship:

’s ¼ v� ’f ðtÞ ð33Þ

The super twisting algorithm defines the control law v as

v ¼ v1 � ljsj1=2 sgnðsÞ ð34Þ

with

’v1 ¼ �w sgnðsÞ ð35Þ

where w; l > 0: Here v is the output of the differentiator. Indeed, the super twisting algorithm
converges in finite time, so the following relationship can be obtained in finite time:

’x� ’f ðtÞ ¼ v� ’f ðtÞ ¼ 0 ð36Þ

or

v ¼ ’f ðtÞ ð37Þ
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The corresponding sufficient conditions for finite time convergence are [20]

w > C ð38Þ

l254C
wþ C

w� C
ð39Þ

Figure 3 presents the structure of (34). The separation principle is fulfilled for the proposed
differentiator. A combined differentiator–controller output feedback preserves the main features
of the controller with the full state available [31].

5.2. Simulation results

Firstly, the input signal is chosen as:

f ðtÞ ¼ 10 sinðtÞ þ 0:02 cosð40tÞ ð40Þ

Figure 4 presents the output of the differentiator and the ideal derivative of f ðtÞ ð ’f ðtÞ ¼
10 cosðtÞ � 0:8 sinð40tÞÞ:

It is noticed that the robust differentiator output (34) and the analytical derivative of the
function are identical in a remarkable way. However, the choice of a method of derivation

Figure 3. The structure of the differentiator.

Figure 4. Simulation results.
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results from a compromise between the noise level and the phase delay between the output of the
differentiator and the ideal derivative. In the case of pneumatic systems, a comparative study
between some differentiation algorithms in real time was carried out. Among these algorithms
that which offers the best compromise between the level of noise on the derived signal and the
phase delay is given by the following equation [32]:

’xn ¼
xn � xn�2

2Ts
ð41Þ

In order to compare the differentiation algorithm (41) with (34), a sinusoidal signal with noise
was applied as an input. The output of the two differentiators, as well as the analytical
derivative, are reproduced in Figures 5 and 6. In Figure 5, one notices that (34) converges
towards the analytical derivative in a finite time. The differentiator is insensitive to high-
frequency components of the input signal while the output of the differentiation algorithm (41)
consists of the accurate derivative and some high-frequency noise (see Figure 6). The use of this
last in the context of controlling electropneumatic system (for example, to calculate acceleration
from velocity) introduced inevitably the chattering phenomena.

As indicated previously, the choice of a differentiator results from a compromise between
the noise level and phase delay. The relative importance of these two criteria depends on the
experimental context; it is difficult to show the superiority of a differentiation algorithm in the
absence of experimental data. For that, we try thereafter to compare the two differentiators and
their influences on the control of an electropneumatic system.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

These controllers (15) and (28) were implemented using a dSpace DS1104 controller board with
a dedicated digital signal processor. The sensed signals, all analog, were run through the signal
conditioning unit before being read by a 16 bits A/D converter.

Figure 5. Derivative of signal in the presence of a noise: robust differentiator.
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There are two ways to obtain velocity feedback, namely, using a sensor to measure velocity or
using position information to generate velocity signals. To reduce the cost of the system, the
velocity of the cylinder is determined by analogically differentiating and low-pass filtering the
position. The control law is therefore implemented using three sensors: a position sensor and
two pressure sensors.

The position sensor is a NovoTECHNIK, model TLH500. Its linearity error is �0:05%: The
two pressure sensors are made by KULITE model XT140M-7BarA, their precision is equal to
700 Pa (0.1%) and their combined nonlinearity and hysteresis errors is �0:1%:

6.1. Second-order sliding mode controller results

The aim of the control law is to keep a good accuracy in terms of position tracking for the
desired trajectory (see Figure 2) in spite of model uncertainties and load variation.

Firstly, the total load mass equals 17 kg (nominal case). The proposed algorithm (15) is
applied and (41) is used to recover the acceleration information. The controller parameters l
and a2 have been tuned to satisfy condition (10). The test has been made several times
in order to evaluate the repeatability of the experimental results. Figures 7–9 show the position
error, the estimated acceleration and the desired acceleration, and the control input.

The maximum position error is about 1:5 mm; 0.6% of the total displacement magnitude (see
Figure 7). In [4], a hybrid of fuzzy and PID control algorithm is proposed for point-to-point
displacement. In this case, the steady-state error is about 3:5 mm (the total displacement is equal
to 200 mm). A PID controller augmented with friction compensation using neural network is
presented in [33]. A sinusoid with magnitude of 70 mm and frequency of 0:2 Hz has been used as
reference input. In this case, the maximum position error is about 8:1 mm: From this point of
view, the obtained results with the second-order sliding mode controller are therefore more
attractive. However, by the effect of acceleration signal, the control input is affected by the
chattering phenomena generating a significant noise level. In [12], the author relates the
chattering behaviour to the discontinuity of the ‘sign’ function which appears in the control law

Figure 6. Derivative of signal in the presence of a noise: classical differentiator.
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Figure 7. Nominal mass ¼ 17 kg: Position error (mm) versus time.

Figure 8. Acceleration and desired acceleration (m s�2) versus time.

Figure 9. Control input ðVÞ versus time.
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on the sliding manifold. To overcome this problem, one can replace the ‘sign’ function in a small
vicinity of the surface by a smooth approximation, the so-called boundary layer control that
implies deterioration of accuracy and robustness. Note that this solution is not enough in
pneumatic field [9] indeed, a good compromise between static position error and chattering
cannot be found.

In order to ensure a better derivation of velocity in real time, (34) is used to recover the
acceleration signal. Some experimental results are provided here to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the combined (15)–(34). Figure 11 shows the estimated acceleration and the desired
acceleration. It is important to note that, although the velocity signal is obtained by analog
differentiation of the position (in other words, the velocity signal contains some small high-
frequency noise), the acceleration signal is smooth. Moreover, the resulting acceleration is
without harmful delay. This improves the effectiveness of (15).

Indeed, the maximum position error is about 0:79 mm (see Figure 10), i.e. twice smaller than
the maximum position error obtained with the same controller combined with (41).

Figure 10. Nominal mass ¼ 17 kg: Position error (mm) versus time.

Figure 11. Acceleration and desired acceleration ðm s�2Þ versus time.
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Figure 12 displays the control input. The chattering phenomena are significantly reduced but are
not completely eliminated. The actuators and sensors parasitic dynamics are the main cause of the
chattering effect as well described in several papers [34, 35]. However, the magnitude of the oscillations
could be considered as acceptable. Even if the signal excites the spool valve during the static and
dynamic stages, no audible noise can be heard contrary to first-order sliding mode control [15].

In order to illustrate the robustness of the proposed differentiator–controller design, the total
load mass is increased until 32 kg: The presented results are obtained without changing the
control gain value. The design robustness against the load mass variation can be observed in
Figure 13. The maximum position tracking error is about 1:9 mm: In steady state, the position
error is about 140 mm:

6.2. Third-order sliding mode controller results

Equation (28) is used to track the desired position. As mentioned previously, firstly (41) is used
to recover the acceleration information. Figures 14–16 show the position error, the estimated
acceleration and the desired acceleration, and the control input, respectively.

Figure 12. Control input ðVÞ versus time.

Figure 13. Modified mass ¼ 32 kg: Position error (mm) versus time.
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Figure 14. Nominal mass ¼ 17 kg: Position error (mm) versus time.

Figure 15. Acceleration and desired acceleration ðm s�2Þ versus time.

Figure 16. Control input ðVÞ versus time.
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In this case, the maximum position error is about 1:8 mm: In [2], a classical linear control
law with scheduling gains, based on the local linearization of the nonlinear dynamics about
a nominal operating point is proposed. The control law has been implemented on the
same experimental plant and under same conditions. By using the same desired position (i.e.
the maximum desired velocity is equal to 0:6 m=s), this control algorithm [2] is applied to the
electropneumatic system. The maximum position error is in this case about 4:26 mm: So
the better performances are obtained using HOSM controller in terms of position tracking.
However, the control input is affected by the chattering effect.

In order to reduce the chattering phenomena, (34) is used to recover the acceleration. Figures
17–19 show the position error, the estimated acceleration and the desired acceleration, and the

Figure 17. Nominal mass ¼ 17 kg: Position error (mm) versus time.

Figure 18. Acceleration and desired acceleration ðm s�2Þ versus time.
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control input, respectively. The experimental results show that the undesired chattering effect is
reduced and a good tracking position is obtained: the maximum position error is less than
1 mm: In steady state, the position error is about 110 mm: From these experimental results, we
can conclude that the use of (34) makes it possible to ensure a better derivation of velocity in
real time and thus to ensure a good accuracy in terms of position tracking for a desired
trajectory. However, it is important to note that the position error is also the sliding variable. It
is apparent that whenever the position changes, the sliding variable is not zero.} The presence of
the actuators and sensor parasitic dynamics [36] introduces a resonant mode which can be
excited by fast variations.

Figure 19. Control input ðVÞ versus time.

Figure 20. Modified mass ¼ 32 kg: Position error (mm) versus time.

}The same remark can be done with respect to the experiment results using the 2-sliding controller.
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Finally, in order to illustrate the robustness of the combined (28) and (34), the total load mass
M is increased to 32 kg: The presented results are obtained without changing the control gain
value. The maximum position tracking error is about 1:55 mm (Figure 20). In steady state, the
position error is about 110 mm:

For comparison purpose, a classical linear control law with scheduling gains [2] has been
implemented on the same experimental plant ðM ¼ 32 kgÞ; in the same conditions. In this case,
the maximum position error is about 7:8 mm: Our proposed approach is demonstrated to be
steady-state performances, robustness against parameter uncertainties, and perturbation the
main features of the proposed method.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a combined robust differentiator and robust controllers via HOSM for an
electropneumatic system have been presented. It is well known that the performance of this
combination depends on the experimental context. For this, experimental results are carried out
in order to show the effectiveness of this structure.

The difficulties traditionally associated with the use of estimated acceleration variable for
state-feedback controller of electropneumatic system have been studied. The differentiator unit
has been used to estimate the acceleration. The method shows remarkable results. The proposed
algorithm efficiently attenuates the noise related to differentiating the velocity signal while
maintaining the delay differentiation properties. This improvement permits jointly to reduce the
noise in control signal and hence the reduction of chattering effect, and to increase the tracking
performance in terms of tracking position error. Moreover, the energy consumption decreases
while at the same time the lifetime of the components is extended. Presently, the implementation
of double numerical differentiator in order to obtain velocity and acceleration signals is under
study. The proposed design can be applied in other industrial environments with mechanical,
hydraulic, and electrical components.

APPENDIX: NOMENCLATURE

b viscous friction coefficient (N/m/s)
k polytropic constant
M total load mass (kg)
p pressure in the cylinder chamber (Pa)
qm mass flow rate provided from servodistributor to cylinder chamber (kg/s)
r perfect gas constant related to unit mass (J/kg/K)
S area of the piston cylinder (m2Þ

T temperature (K)
V volume ðm3Þ

y; v; a; j position (m), velocity (m/s), acceleration ðm=s2Þ; jerk ðm=s3Þ
jð:Þ leakage polynomial function (kg/s)
cð:Þ polynomial function (kg/s/V)
l length of stroke (m)
Ts sample time
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s sliding surface
u control input

Subscript

ext external
D dead volume
S supply
N chamber N
P chamber P
d desired
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